TREADWAY BRIDGE
UNDER CONSTRUCTION
AT SITE 5
This Bridge was constructed after flood water receded at site of destroyed timber bridge.
BAILEY BRIDGE
UNDER CONSTRUCTION
AT SITE 2
Double double Class 60 was built after the original offensive on the site of destroyed Masonry Arch Bridge. Cribbing was built up from the demolished stone piers to support the new bridge.

FOOT BRIDGE
UNDER CONSTRUCTION
ABOVE SITE 2

246th ENGINEER COMP.
247th ENGINEER COMP.
208th ENGINEER COMP.
554th ENGINEER HEAD.
503rd ENGINEER LIGHT.
HEAVY PONTON BRIDGE
UNDER CONSTRUCTION
ABOVE SITE 2

This was the first vehicular bridge in the
offensive across the Roer River.
TREADWAY BRIDGE
KNOCKED OUT BY ENEMY ACTION
AT SITE 2
Treadway bridge replacing this destroyed bridge can be seen in the distance.
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